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I always get some feedback from my newsletters (nice to know you guys read them!),
but the feedback to the September newsletter warranted some follow up from me. I
hope you’ve sensed a common theme in many of my articles, namely, that if you’re
going through something related to caregiving or complicated medical issues with
yourself or a family member, it is too much for you to handle alone! So I’m glad you
guys get some information out of my articles, but they certainly aren’t written with the
idea that you remember them forever! What I hope you’ll get out of my last article, is
that if someone ends up in the hospital for a few days, Aviv wrote about something we
can’t quite remember. We better call her! Yep, that’s all you need to know, let us take
care of the rest. But if you’re really worried, all my newsletters (as well as some other
helpful resources) are put on my website: http://www.elderlawharrisburgpa.com/. So
try to relax! Fair warning, this month’s newsletter is going to make you feel the same
way. So when the situation happens, remember, just call me with questions.
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Protecting Families

Ameena in her
Ugly Hanukkah Sweater.

What’s New with Us
It seems to me I always take an unintended hiatus from newsletter writing at the end of the year.
I get busy and things just slip away from me. But I’m back! As you know, November saw me
traveling to see my two best friends in Florida and Israel. I managed to come home still healthy,
almost a miracle considering how many children I was around and, in Israel, two of my friends
had strep throat!
But I’m back at work, continuing to work through the backlog of work, training a new full-time
employee, and planning for 2016 and 2017.
Meanwhile, I’m still training for my half-marathon in February. I’ll be glad when that’s over and
I don’t have to run miles and miles every weekend, that’s a real time suck! I may keep up with
running, but I’m not sure about aiming for 13.1 again. I think a 5k is plenty.

Selfie at the cranberry bog at Epcot.

Iceland is finalized for a week in May. Then I got a Save the Date for the weekend I get back for my cousin’s wedding down in North Carolina
the day after I return. So it looks like I’ll be flying straight from Iceland to North Carolina. Considering Iceland will be mostly outdoor active
activities and the wedding is formal, I was picturing some interesting luggage, until travel guru Jason Holland of Travel Simplicity (the man who
sends me on all these exotic trips) suggested simply mailing my wedding duds to North Carolina in anticipation of my arrival. Yeah, probably a
better plan than hauling my dress and heels all over Iceland.

Medicare Coverage, the Improvement Standard, and the
Fight for Continued Coverage in Rehab
So a few years ago, there was a big court case that changed the way Medicare insurers are supposed to evaluate whether they
will continue to cover a skilled nursing stay (when you are in there for rehab). It used to be, that coverage would stop when you
were no longer improving from rehab. But the court case (called Jimmo v. Sebelius) was settled when the government agreed to
change that standard so that Medicare coverage would continue as long as that skilled nursing and therapy are necessary to
maintain a person’s condition.
Those of you who have ever been through this experience know that, sometimes when people are that sick, they have no hope
of improving beyond a certain level, but the minute you take away therapy, they lose the little they have gained. So this change
was definitely a good thing.
Then why am I bothering to write about it? Because even though this settlement took place about 3 years ago and the Medicare
manuals were revised 2 years ago, somehow it does not seem to be consistently used. People are still being denied coverage
when they stop improving. It might not be stated quite that way anymore, but that is the end result.
So how do you know you’re facing the situation I’m writing about? Well, you could be getting outpatient therapy, home health
care, or be inpatient in a skilled nursing facility and your therapy is being covered by Medicare and then you get a notice that
your Medicare coverage is ending. Each of these situations has different nuances specific to how you are receiving services, but if
any of them are ending because your therapist or doctor believes you will not improve, it’s possible an appeal is order.
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First of all, if you think you need continued services, the key is making sure services continue. Because Medicare will pay
for services provided but not services that should have been provided. I know this is tough, because if you lose an
appeal, you’ve incurred fees that now have to be paid for out of pocket. So how do you make a decision whether an
outcome is likely going to come out in your favor?

Get your medical team onboard. The medical opinion is key to continuing coverage. As strange as it may seem, there
are still medical professionals out there who don’t know about this change in policy. So talk to the therapists and talk to
your doctor. If the doctor affiliated with the services you’re receiving is not helpful, go to your family doctor. If they don’t
seem familiar with the maintenance standard, educate them.
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The key to this standard is that the person receiving services needs the services when they are necessary to maintain or
improve the condition (not when improvement is expected). You may be told you have plateaued, or returned to
baseline—that is not a good enough reason to discontinue services.
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What does the doctor need to say: if your care is discontinued your health will be placed at significant risk, and why “your
health will be jeopardized” (yes, use that exact phrase).
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Don’t miss deadlines! The deadlines in your notices are hard and fast. There is no wiggle room. Do not miss them. You
can always withdraw an appeal later. You cannot decide to appeal after a deadline has passed.

This is really just a starting point to what is a long and complicated process. But what I want you to take away, is that you do
not just have to accept that rehab is ending just because someone tells you Medicare won’t pay for it. If it’s doing good, try to
keep it going!

